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We feature the most popular imported briar pipes in the styles you want—
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5.00 - 7.50 - 8.50 - 10.00 - 12.50
15.00
Sets Two Pipes (cased): 20.00

**Jobey**
5.00 - 6.00 - 7.50 - 15.00

**Emperor**
3.50 - 5.00 - 7.50

**L. H. S. Sterncrest**
3.50 - 5.00 - 7.50 - 10.00

**Kaywoodie**
5.00 - 7.50 - 10.00 - 12.50 - 15.00
and other imported and domestic briar pipes. Prices start at $1.

For that cool, refreshing, relaxing smoke try

**HARRY PARKER’S OWN MIXTURE**
(Regular or aromatic)
Send 25c for a pocket package

Write for Free Copy of Our
"Guide to Good Smoking"
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**We Carry a Complete Line of Smokers’ Articles**
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---

**Mail Orders Promptly Filled**

**HARRY PARKER LTD**

**Tobacconist**

1311 Fulton St. FRESNO, CALIF.

Exclusive Agency

Petersen’s Tobacco Mixtures

---

Send us your Pipes for repairing and renewing

**PIPE REPAIR SHOP**

402 N. Broadway FRESNO, CALIF.

Exclusively a Shop for the Smoker.

---

Dear Sir:

Your first issue has just been received and I want to say that it far exceeds my greatest expectations. I have read it from cover to cover and like the variety, the completeness, and most of all the informality.

It will be a pleasure to recommend it to my friends, many of whom have longed for just such a magazine as you have succeeded in putting out. Please rush the next issue.

Karl Kleemeyer,
Chicago, Ill.

---

Dear Sir:

I feel I owe you a letter of thanks—thanks for getting out something that we pipe smokers have wanted for a long time. I feel I have my whole year’s subscription repaid in the first issue.

Your one article on Meerschaum Pipes alone was worth the price of many copies. I have a meerschaum pipe so was very interested in learning about meerschaum—the first time I ever really knew what it was.

A few more good articles like that and I’ll feel I owe you more money.

Raymond C. Harris,
Omaha, Nebr.

---

Dear Sir:

I feel I owe you a letter of thanks—thanks for getting out something that we pipe smokers have wanted for a long time. I feel I have my whole year’s subscription repaid in the first issue.

Your one article on Meerschaum Pipes alone was worth the price of many copies. I have a meerschaum pipe so was very interested in learning about meerschaum—the first time I ever really knew what it was.

A few more good articles like that and I’ll feel I owe you more money.

Raymond C. Harris,
Omaha, Nebr.

---

Dear Sir:

For once the mystery of meerschaum is lifted.

Jack Hightower,
Trenton, N. J.

---

Dear Sir:

Let’s have more articles like the one about meerschaum pipes in the January issue.

Robert Eckert,
Jackson, Mich.

---

**Meerschaum must have made a hit.—Ed.**

---

Dear Sir:

Oh, la la. What kind of a mixture is it that you smoke to give you pipe dreams like that one in the January number? I could go for a package of that in a big way.

J. C. Dalton,
Austin, Texas.

---

**It’s our own private formula.—Ed.**

---

Dear Sir:

Thanks for starting something we pipe lovers really needed. I am especially interested in the collector’s page for pipe collecting is my hobby. I have a collection of 137 from all over the world.

Jack K. Shendow,
Johnstown, Penn.

---

Dear Sir:

The G. I. Pipe Smoker’s Club (see page 62) invites pipe lovers everywhere to respond with us. We are hoping that through the pages of your magazine we may find many who are interested in corresponding with pipe smokers in the service throughout the world. I will be glad to handle any correspondence.

Joseph F. Conley,
85 Avenue "9",
Brooklyn 23, New York.

---

**Orchids to you on this fine idea.—Ed.**

---

Dear Sir:

Your article on the various tobaccos is very interesting to me as I have often wondered about them. I hope you will put this along with others on tobaccos and give readers about the different kinds and about them.

John Pearse,
Manhattan, Kansas.

---

Dear Sir:

My fellow pipe club members and myself are very interested in your new magazine.

Gene Lines,
Pueblo, Colorado.

---

Dear Sir:

I look forward to Pipe Lovers Magazine very much. I have been a pipe smoker for some time and consider pipe smoking an art rather than just a matter of puffing away.

D. A. Punzel,
Pt. Atkinson, Wisconsin.

---

**So do we.—Ed.**

---

Dear Sir:

Picked up a copy of your magazine on the newsstand and noted it was Vol. 1, No. 1. I am enclosing my subscription for a year and don’t want to miss a single issue. I have often wondered why there was no magazine on the subject of pipes.

George Winter,
Boston, Mass.

---

**So have we.—Ed.**

---

**Pipe Lovers**
Dear Sir:
The story about Lt. Gruenke in the January number was tops. Can you give me his address as I would like to write to him.
WALTER ADAMS
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jack Baker, Waterloo, Iowa

Dear Sirs:
I think you have really hit the nail on the head with your Pipe Lovers Magazine. It is
with your Pipe Lovers Magazine. It is
high time that a publication of this kind be
started. It is a great help to me and I am sure it will be to many others.
Jack Baker, Waterloo, Iowa

Dem: Sirs:
I would suggest you add a definition of
perique spice to your magazine or use a dictionary
reference to something where we pipe smokers
can learn the meanings of some of the
terms used in connection with pipes and tobaccos,
such as meerschaum, "little cured," etc., to name a few.
Burtner, Akron, Ohio

Dear Sirs:
A mighty good suggestion. We'll try to enlighten you in an early issue.
—Ed

Dear Sir:
Thought you would be interested in my pipe collection when I showed her the first pipe.
At first she laughed, but as I kept looking at it and reading more than half of it, she
said, "Well, perhaps I had a pipe or two with just that much to pipe smoking?"
And now, believe it or not, my pipes are given more consideration around the house.
C. E. W. More, Pomona, California

Dear Sir:
A suggestion to others whose wives
have little respect for a pipe.
W. K. Johnston, Yellow Springs, Ohio

Dear Sir:
As a collector I was very interested in Mr.
Brown's collection of pipes as described in the
January number. I somehow always had the
idea that a collection didn't amount to much
unless the pipes were very fancy and expensive.
Mr. Brown's pipes have interested me
very much as they are all from different
points of the world.
Can you furnish me with his address?
W. K. Johnston, Yellow Springs, Ohio

Dear Sir:
Can't you make your Pipe Lovers Magazine
as attractive as pipe smokers alone? The wife
reads about the soldier who escaped and the
soldier monopolizes it to read the jokes and look
at the cartoons. When they're through, then
I get a chance to see what's left of it. I
hope you will give this serious problem your
careful attention.
A Reader.

Dear Sirs:
You might take out three subscriptions.
—Ed

Dear Sirs:
I think you have really hit the nail on the
head with your Pipe Lovers Magazine. It is
high time that a publication of this kind be
started. It is a great help to me and I am sure it will be to many others.
Jack Baker, Waterloo, Iowa

Dear Sirs:
I would suggest you add a definition of
perique spice to your magazine or use a dictionary
reference to something where we pipe smokers
can learn the meanings of some of the
terms used in connection with pipes and tobaccos,
such as meerschaum, "little cured," etc., to name a few.
Burtner, Akron, Ohio

Dear Sirs:
A mighty good suggestion. We'll try to enlighten you in an early issue.
—Ed

Dear Sir:
Thought you would be interested in my pipe collection when I showed her the first pipe.
At first she laughed, but as I kept looking at it and reading more than half of it, she
said, "Well, perhaps I had a pipe or two with just that much to pipe smoking?"
And now, believe it or not, my pipes are given more consideration around the house.
C. E. W. More, Pomona, California

ONE OF the most uncommon things we know of is a second hand pipe. In this instance we are referring to pipes intended purely for smoking purposes and excluding collectors' items which often change hands for a price, due to their historical importance, their beautiful workmanship or unusual history.
What we have in mind, specifically, is a second hand pipe which one would purchase solely with the idea of smoking it.
There are lots of reasons why there's no second hand market for pipes and in those reasons lies the solution to that age old question of the non-smoker as to why any man who smokes a pipe comes to enjoy it so much and have such a personal attachment to it.
Pipes are a personal thing. Probably that's the main reason why a pipe is seldom seen in a second hand store window. In some ways a pipe is like a fine dog; he is acquired when he's a puppy, and "broken in" according to his owner's own ideas. The dog, like a pipe, becomes part of the master, and to part with either is the same as parting with a piece of one's person.
SOMETIMES the dog doesn't measure up to the owner's wishes or requirements, and he may trade the dog or sell him to another, but a pipe, even if it should prove unsatisfactory for any reason, is seldom offered for sale or trade. Even a few pushups on a pipe somehow endear it to its owner, and rather than let it fall into alien hands, the owner prefers to put it in a cupboard or store it away among others of an earlier day.
This is especially true of a fine pipe which has given its owner hours of pleasant enjoyment throughout the years. A favorite meerschaum or briar is the last thing a fellow would part with—for any reason. And rather than see a favorite companion fall into the hands of a stranger, he would sooner break it himself and discard the pieces.
Such personal attachment is not understood by the non-smoker and he cannot understand why tears will come to a man's eyes when a favorite pipe is accidentally broken.
But we who know pipes and love pipes can readily see why they come to mean so much to us—why we would prefer their complete destruction rather than to have them become the property of some less grateful owner. It is somewhat comparable to the horse owner who owns a fine steed, and after the best racing years are over, the horse is allowed to spend the remainder of its years in pasture rather than be sold to some unsympathetic owner who might treat her harshly.
LOOKING at it from the other side for a moment, rare indeed is the pipe smoker who would consider buying a second hand pipe for smoking purposes. Who knows what care the pipe may have had? And who could enjoy a pipe which had belonged to someone else? Only the original owner can realize the full and complete pleasure a pipe can give.
Yes, a fellow will part with many of his earthly possessions, but a pipe, because of its many happy associations, memories of pleasant hours, and thoughts of bygone days, becomes much too personal to be discarded lightly. When favors turn to newer styles or better quality, an old pipe finds its way into a treasure chest or similar fitting abode, to become one of many pieces of bygone memory, for no true pipe smoker can ever bear to see these treasured bits of briar become the property of a stranger.
My Primary Weapon

is a Briar Pipe

Newspaper Reporter Finds His Trusty Briar Has Been As Necessary as His Pencil When It Comes to Getting Difficult Interviews and Cracking Tough Assignments

By RICHARD L. GORDON

IF YOU'RE a timid soul, a good briar can do wonders toward boosting your self-confidence. As for me, I'm a newspaper reporter and in my work my pipe is every bit as essential as my pencil. It helps me get the story and it helps me write it. It is at once my armor and my spear, transforming me from a scared little guy into a self-confident man.

For instance, there was the time I had to interview an industrial big shot who had just closed a $2,000,000 deal. Middle-aged, buxom, and handsome, he sat in his snappy hotel suite and glared at me because he didn't approve of reporters. Furthermore he didn't approve of the way I had barged into his room without first phoning him from the hotel lobby.

I have nothing to say for publication, he declared testily.

So the stage was set for a battle, and I was going to win that battle with the aid of a briar pipe. Because of the pipe, which I had clenched tightly in my teeth when I knocked on his door the industrial tycoon—let's call him Mr. Jones—was not going to find out that I had a king-size inferiority complex.

A half hour later I left Mr. Jones with a page one story, and we parted on the friendliest of terms. In this particular instance I was very lucky, because Mr. Jones had turned out to be a fellow pipe smoker.

However, my briar has helped me on many a story where I have not been dealing with pipe smokers. Sometimes I don't even light up; I merely wave my pipe a bit to emphasize my questions and often it seems to work as well as a magic wand. Perhaps this is due partly to the feeling of pity (sometimes tinged with contempt) which I have for the non-pipe smoker. At any rate, I fancy that I have a definite advantage over the other fellow.

I suppose a psychiatrist could give a complicated explanation of the manner in which I derive self-confidence from my pipe. Possibly it stems from the old "be a man—smoke a pipe" psychology.

At any rate, I certainly do feel like a man—and one with plenty of confidence—when I'm smoking my pipe.

ONCE I had to cover a strike at a small industrial plant. At noon the employees—several hundred of them—had simply walked out the gate and had failed to return. Most of them had hastened to a couple of taverns across the street, and by the time I got there they were in a somewhat belligerent mood. In fact some of them had overturned an automobile which had tried to force through the crowded street and about a dozen had been arrested.

I knew that the feeling of resentment toward the police could be transferred easily to any outsider—including me. I walked through the crowd, trying unsuccessfully to find an official of the local union. Finally I decided to go into the plant and see what the management had to say.

Nobody had passed through the gate since noon and, although there was no real picket line, it was pretty plain to see that anyone who tried to enter the plant would be asking for trouble. So I tried up my pipe and with a plume of smoke trailing after me, walked across the broad street. The closer I got to the gate, the more I expected at any instant to feel a brick bouncing off my head.

But none came, and I got in.

The plant manager gave me management's side of the controversy, and then it was time to leave the factory. I walked out of the gate and straight toward the strikers, whose expressions showed plainly that they were in no mood for pleasantries. The first thing I knew, I was surrounded by five or six men, all of them vehemently accusing me of being

(Continued on Page 66)
First shaping operation in making a pipe is boring the inside and at the same time cutting the outside of the bowl. Utmost skill is required to insure the correct depth as well as to maintain the proper thickness of wall for weight of the pipe.

HOW PIPES ARE MADE

The Best in Modern Machinery Operated
By Skilled and Experienced Craftsmen Is Needed to Make the Briar Pipe of Today

(Photographs courtesy of Marxman Pipes, New York)

By CLAIRE HOWELL

THE BRIAR pipes which afford us so much smoking enjoyment are often filled and lighted with little if any thought being given to the great amount of care and workmanship which is required before those little blocks of briar root can be made into a really fine pipe.

Did you ever stop to realize that the pipe you cherish so highly is many years old? In fact, you might not believe it if we said some of the more expensive ones were growing along the shores of the Mediterranean Sea at the time when the Pilgrims landed in this country, and when Sir Walter Raleigh was making history.

But it's true, for the fine briar—kind that goes into the best pipes today—is very old. The pipe maker picks large burls from which to fashion his wares, for the larger burls permit the artisan to bring out that hidden beauty that has been slowly developing with the years.

A burl isn't just dug up and sent to the factory. A long drying and seasoning period is required first in order
that the briar root may become moisture free and thus less subject to cracking and warping. In order to remove every last bit of moisture and sap, the roots are boiled for several hours.

The drying period lasts sometimes as high as two years, depending upon the blocks' nature and condition. During this time the blocks are stored in scientifically used warehouses neither too warm nor too cold. Throughout the period the blocks are turned frequently which assures proper even drying and seasoning.

When the blocks are sufficiently cured and ready for the many operations which will transform them into smoking pipes they are first graded by an expert who sorts out the various qualities and kinds of briar and decides into what classification they are to be placed. In the better pipe manufacturing houses, any briar which is defective or shows signs of impurities is discarded or sold to some mass production company which turns these blocks into cheap, imperfect pipes eventually sold for a few cents. No self-respecting pipe maker wants any of his pipe smokers to own such pipes, and no reputable pipe house will allow its brand name to be stamped on an inferior piece of briar.

After the grading is completed, the blocks are then sent to the various departments where the first operations begin. The best blocks are usually carefully marked by hand by a skilled pipe maker who studies the grain of each individual block and turns out a work of art from the selected piece. Of course, such pipes bring a high price from connoisseurs and men who recognize a really fine piece of choice briar.

The other blocks are studied as to size and uniformity and then marked out according to the style they are to eventually become. The blocks are then carefully marked out and cut to shape roughly with a power saw or band saw preparatory to being turned on a lathe. The rough cut of one of these blocks may be seen in the upper left hand corner of the photograph on page 46 and shows the first shaping which is given to the bowl by the revolving bit which does two operations at once; it bores the inside of the bowl as well as turns the outside into the desired shape.

The boring of a pipe bowl is an operation demanding the utmost skill. The bowl must be centered and bored to the precise, correct depth. In all good grade pipes it is bored to be in scientifically correct proportion to the thickness of the wall and the weight of the pipe.

Of course the cutting bits vary according to the style desired and the size of the finished pipe. Various manufacturers use different methods and equipment but in the main the operations are quite similar. The photographs used to illustrate this article were made in the Maxman Pipe Company in New York and show the methods employed in this firm to make their high quality pipes.

Practically all pipe manufacturers follow a generally accepted set of styles in which their pipes are made. The most popular of these are well known by the names of billiard, Dublin, pear, apple, pot bulldog, moose and others. There are, of course, many variations of each of these, and the shape and style of the
BURLEY TOBACCO

Grown Primarily in Kentucky, it can be Smoked in the Pipe Straight, or Blended With Others to Suit the Individual Taste

By E. L. GARTNER

The tobacco in a modern pipe is made up of a combination of several different kinds of tobaccos, all of which go to make up a good, all around smoke. These tobaccos are grown in various places throughout the world, and when harvested they are given different drying and curing methods, each operation being designed to have one certain effect on the finished tobacco.

In the early days a dried leaf was crumpled into shreds and placed in the pipe. This practice might be said to exist today, insofar as the smoking of straight tobacco is concerned. Most tobacco shops sell straight tobacco, that is, one which is not mixed or blended in any way with another, and many smokers prefer this type of smoke.

Probably the best “straight” smoke is that given by one of the burley tobaccos. These are clean, cool smoking tobaccos and are generally known as Kentucky burley and white burley. Kentucky burley is a golden yellow and is slightly stronger than its white cousin. White burley is much lighter, being almost white, hence its name. Men who prefer a pure smoke of unmixed tobaccos prefer one of the burleys to any other type of tobacco, and it is safe to say that the burley tobaccos are smoked in more pipes than any other.

Since taste is a matter of opinion, there are many smokers who prefer their tobacco with a bit more taste, aroma, flavor, and bouquet than the burley alone is capable of giving.

For that reason any of a score or more additional tobaccos are added to the burley to give the taste appeal the individual smoker seeks.

Burley, then, for want of a better name, may be called the base of a tobacco mixture, much like flour in a cake or loaf of bread would be called the base. To this, in varying qualities, is added the flavoring.

Of course burley isn’t the only tobacco used as a base in a pipe mixture. There are others such as the Virginia which is often used as a base in English type mixtures. And it should also be pointed out that more than one base can be used in a mixture, since by using various tobaccos in varying degrees, a different smoking quality will result. Half burley and half Virginia, for instance, would give an entirely different smoke than ether burley or Virginia alone.

The flavoring tobaccos are each characteristic in themselves. The method by which they are dried, cured and cut has much to do with the resultant importance in the final blend. The flavoring and aromatic tobaccos will be discussed fully in later articles in this series.

The experienced smoker soon gets to know the various tastes of tobaccos used as a base. This is a great help in assisting him to make his purchase of a new tobacco, when, for instance, his own favorite blend is not procurable, or if he be an experimenting nature.

To the uninitiated, it might be well to smoke some white burley and some Kentucky burley straight for a while see exactly what the flavor and aroma of these two tobaccos is like. There is another way to know and understand the differences between tobaccos than to actually try them out in the pipe. Smoking is much like riding a bicycle—you can learn by reading a book. All the words we could write here would still be insufficient to give you the true “feel” of the various tobaccos as they are smoked.

White burley is very mild and it lacks flavor and aroma. Its neutral taste lends it well to mixing, for most any of the flavoring tobaccos can be added to it with good results.

Kentucky burley, although not quite as mild or as smooth as the white variety, is still mild enough for the most discriminating smoker. Being a bit stronger it is a favorite among smokers who like added zest to their smoke. Burley tobacco can be grown anywhere, and is. But the weather and climatic conditions have a tremendous influence upon the finished leaf. The tobacco grown in Canada, for instance, is so different from that grown in Cuba that even though the same seed migh
have been used, the resultant plant is entirely different.

It resolves, therefore, into location as to where the best tobacco is grown. And to get the full story of today's tobacco, it is almost necessary to go back into history, at least to the colonial days when the early settlers in New England and the middle Atlantic states planted their own tobacco for smoking enjoyment.

Although tobacco was planted and grown in nearly all of the early colonies in this country, that which was grown in Maryland, Virginia and the Carolinas produced the best satisfaction in the pipe. Historians vary as to the reasons why these sections offered the best crop. Some claim the rich soil and atmospheric conditions were the deciding factor while others believe the people of those states were more fond of tobacco than in other localities and for that reason gave more careful attention to the growing of the plant and its proper harvesting. But whatever the cause it is known that the best tobacco was grown in and around this area during the early years of this country's development.

With the ultimate expansion in the first part of the 19th century and the steady migration westward, tobacco was grown in many parts of the land. Since tobacco needs rich soil to produce a good quality of leaf, it prospered only where the soil was of the best.

Up until this time tobacco was tobacco. Very little attention had been paid to drying and curing processes, and properly cultivated tobacco gave a good leaf which was used for smoking. There was just one tobacco, and it was of the burley variety, somewhat darker than that known today, and not nearly as good in quality.

Continuous experimentation in all growing operations as well as the after harvesting processes have resulted in the burley tobaccos known today.

But that's getting ahead of the story.

As THE settlers came west and planted their tobacco in Ohio, Indiana, and other parts of the fast developing central section of the country, all of their tobacco was similar to that grown in Maryland and Virginia, for it was from these plants that they obtained their seed. Their plants were, for the most part, quite similar.

Then, through the merest chance a new variety came into existence. The story of its early beginning was recorded in the Western Tobacco Journal during the year 1875, and the narrative in condensed form recently appeared in the booklet "Burley in the Bluegrass" and is reprinted here through courtesy of the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation of Louisville, Kentucky:

"When in the spring of 1864, George Webb of Brown County, Ohio, sowed a tobacco bed with seed secured from G. W. Barkley, in Bracken County, Kentucky, just across the Ohio, he expected to have an abundance of Little Burley plants. By the time the young plants were large enough to set in the field, many of them were so light in color that the farmer feared they were badly diseased. In disgust he destroyed the entire lot.

"An extreme scarcity of seed the following season caused Mr. Webb to sow the remainder of the same seed in a plant bed. Again a number of the light colored seedlings appeared and grew well. Many neighbors visited the plant bed to inspect and discuss the strange tobacco. Eventually it was decided to transplant the unusual tobacco for experimental purposes. In spite of their odd color, the plants proved remarkably thrifty. Something like 1,000 stalks of exceptional color and texture were harvested and carefully cured.

"By that time many growers were observing these freaks. Although the farmers did not particularly relish the flavor of the new variety, some seed was saved for further tests. By 1866, enough land was planted to the new burley to produce 20,000 pounds of the leaf. Two hogheads of the crop sold for a very fancy price upon the market at Cincinnati. This tobacco was so mild and fragrant, and of such high quality, that at the St. Louis Fair of 1867 it was awarded first and second premiums for cutting leaf. It sold for $58 per hundred."

Thus was born a new type of tobacco, a lighter, brighter leaf, with an entirely different taste and flavor. Its instant success caused many growers in southern Ohio and a few in Bracken County, where it originated, to sow the seed. At once the strange burley proved its superior qualities when grown upon rich lands underlaid with limestone.

One of the primary reasons why this new burley became so popular was because of the changing habits of the users of tobacco. In the early days when the country was young, most men chewed tobacco simply because an instant light was not quickly available as is the case today with matches and lighters. The (Continued on Page 50)
SELECTING A PIPE

There are Many Kinds and Styles From Which to Choose, but Each Has Its Own Particular Place Where it is Best Suited

By HAL HEINTZELMAN

ANY ATTEMPT to classify pipes should be accompanied with the presentation of the Congressional Medal of Honor, for there are so many pipes, so many different kinds, and so many different uses, that any listing or description as to types and classifications would be almost impossible.

This little discussion isn't an attempt to win any Congressional citation, but rather to describe for a moment some of the many types and kinds of pipes and point out, if possible, their more noted uses and the reasons for their existence.

First of all, we might classify them as to the substance of which they are made. This would be an endless task because pipes have been made of almost every substance known, from the sandstone used by the Indians centuries ago down to the corn cob, the gourd, and the briar root used today.

The sole purpose of a pipe is to hold the burning tobacco in such a way that the resultant smoke may be drawn through a tube or stem. Thus almost any substance can be used for the purpose.

But stone, earthenware, clay, and similar substances which have had their day of popularity have given way to later discoveries and inventions which have resulted in a cleaner, cooler, lighter, and more delightful smoke.

Today briar root is the favorite, and comes at the top of the list. Briar root was first discovered by a French pipe maker who, losing his meerschaum while on a visit to the island of Corsica (Napoleon's birthplace), ordered a peasant to make him another out of any material at hand. The peasant took the root of a tree heath, called "bruyere", and made a pipe bowl. The visiting Frenchman liked it so well that he took some of the wood home with him and made additional pipes from the same material. It met with instant acceptance and has spread throughout the world until briar now leads in popularity.

Although figures and statistics are lacking, it is a good bet that corn cob pipes are second in popularity. To Daniel Boone goes the credit or honor of having first hallowed out a Missouri cob, poked a straw through a hole in the side, and enjoyed the new smoke.

Corn cobs give a cool, light smoke and although inexpensive and relatively short lived, they are a popular American pipe.

We must not forget hickory pipes which, like the corn cob, are inexpensive and quite a favorite. They have been made for a long time, and many an old timer today will smoke nothing else.

Following hickory are a lot of woods which are used in the making of smoking pipes. For instance, there is cherry, dogwood, myrtle, ebony, and of course all the variants of true Algerian Briar.

LAST IN the category of growing substances used for pipes is the calabash, that large aristocrat of pipe made from gourds especially grown for this use. The gourds can be shaped during the growing period by driving pegs into the ground about the stem and boughs and forming them into any desired shape.

In mentioning the non-growing substances, probably meerschaum, that delicate "sea foam" from Asia Minor, heads the list. Fine meerschaum pipes have been a favorite of smokers ever since Count Andraessay of Austria first ordered one made of the substance. Its popularity...
was instantaneous, especially among the upper classes that could afford this more expensive item. Meerschaum smokes nice and colors to a beautiful golden brown with the passage of time.

The earthenware and clay pipes have never been as popular in this country as in Europe. Formed and then baked, they do not give the cool sweet smoke obtained from the wood pipes. They are often obtained for their beauty and their use on special occasions, but are seldom smoked with any degree of regularity. They are delicate pipes, and cannot stand rough usage. They are one of the oldest of all the types employed.

Still different are the variations of the above mentioned types, and also the combinations which have been created to meet the fancy of the smoker and the connoisseur. For instance, there are the meerschaum lined briar pipes. In this pipe regular briar is used, but the bowl is lined with pure meerschaum. This permits the advantage of the heat absorbing quality of the meerschaum, but has the briar protection to prevent easy damage and breakage.

Calabash pipes have also been lined with meerschaum and are also lined with porcelain for added smoking pleasure. There are several substances similar to meerschaum which have been used in these pipes as well as briar pipes for the same purpose.

In speaking of combinations, we can hardly pass on without mentioning the Kirsten, for although the bowl is regular imported briar, the main portion of the shank is aluminum. This combination gives the advantage of a briar bowl, and permits easy cleaning of the pipe as well as thorough cooling of the smoke.

SO FAR nothing has been mentioned concerning the shape of a pipe. All of the above could be reclassified according to their shapes and designs, and this alone would become an endless job. True, there are certain set styles of shapes, but each pipe manufacturer and designer has his own plans for his own makes, and these are limitless.

And each of the above has its variations. To mention one, the squat bulldog is similar to the bulldog except that it is much flatter, with the appearance of having been squashed from above.

Also, each pipe manufacturer creates a new design and gives it a new name. Pipes that are custom built are seldom the same, and each could almost be classed as a shape of its own.

The finish of a pipe is also a classification, for there are dozens of ways in which pipes are finished. The majority are smooth, with a high polish. Others are rough with a nut-like surface. Some are waxed and left plain, others are varnished before they leave the factory.

The earthenware pipes often have a highly glazed finish, looking much like glass or porcelain, while the clay pipes are often quite rough and dull.

Meerschaum pipes may be smooth or they may be very finely carved by a true artist. The briars, too, are often carved into a variety of shapes and styles, from Indian or animal heads to grotesque shapes that defy descriptions.

More recently the trend has been to leave the block of briar quite rough, with individual grooves or etchings along the sides of the bowl. This permits each pipe to retain its own individuality, with no two ever being quite the same.

An entirely new classification could also be listed with stems alone, not only

(Continued on Page 66)
A PROFESSOR'S DREAM

Professor Kirsten Had His Own Ideas About Smoking Pipes. Today The Pipe Which Bears His Name Is Known to Every Pipe Smoker

By J. HARTE

(Editor's Note: This is the second in a series of articles on the early growth and development of the leading pipe and tobacco manufacturers. Next month we will present the history and growth of the Pamplin Smoking Pipe Co. of Pamplin, Va., the oldest pipe making concern in the world.)

Professor Kirsten had a pipe dream! Yes, that's exactly what it was—literally and figuratively—a pipe dream. He had long smoked pipes—the usual kind—briar bowl and shank, with the usual stem. They were satisfactory, he felt, but no man has yet built the ideal mouse trap or the perfect can opener. His pipes, he believed, could stand improvement.

It was then that he began dreaming—yes, dreaming of pipes. He dreamed of the perfect pipe—one that would be easier to clean, and give off a cooler smoke as well.

Professor F. K. Kirsten was a member of the faculty at the University of Washington. He started planning in his own mind just what his new pipe would be like. First of all it would retain the briar bowl, for he liked the taste of tobacco when smoked in a briar cup. But the shank. How about a metal shank?

The idea sounded as though it might be feasible. So he set to work and built one according to his rough ideas. From the very first puff it was apparent that here was something different. He felt he was on the right track.

He tried one or two more pipes with metal stems, and then began telling his pipe smoking friends about his idea. At once they were interested. And some of them thought the new "radiator" pipe had commercial possibilities.

If anyone had told George Gunn, Jr., in 1937, that a year later he would be interested in the manufacture of smoking pipes, especially one of revolutionary design, he would have laughed.

Left, George Gunn, Jr., President of the Kirsten Pipe Company since its inception eight years ago. Right is C. K. Wiggins, now executive vice president of the firm at the idea. George Gunn, a Seattle industrialist, has long been interested in the great lumbering industry of his state. While in the motor truck business in the early 20's, Gunn was largely instrumental in instituting the truck logging now so extant in Pacific Northwest lumbering, and in the development of the truck-borne concrete mixer.

But pioneering in new business fields is in his blood, so it isn't so strange that he foresaw the possibilities of Professor Kirsten's new revolutionary smoking pipe idea and decided to undertake...
The manufacture and sale of this new pipe was in 1938 the Kirsten pipe was born, and the Kirsten Company, named after the inventor, came into existence for the purpose of the manufacture and distribution of the new pipe.

To George Gunn, Jr., the president of Kirsten goes much of the credit for having the vision to see the national and world wide sales possibilities in the pipe engineered to be different. He still retains considerable interest in the lumbering business along with a variety of other interests, but the pipe manufacturing business is his particular pet. There's some sort of a challenge in the way this single idea has expanded not only nationally but internationally as well. Economists have cited the Kirsten company repeatedly as an illuminating example of free enterprise at work. "When the revolutionary idea of the Kirsten pipe was put to work long with will-to-do, capital, and selling sense, the result was the Kirsten Company, international in scope, and recognized everywhere," was one comment made along this line.

The Kirsten pipe was soon in demand everywhere. Men who were hesitant to try the aluminumstemmed invention soon found it much to their liking and sales zoomed. The company grew rapidly and expansion was continually necessary in order to meet the popular demand for the new pipe creation.

Then the Japs made a red letter day out of December 7, 1941. Six months before, the major part of Kirsten production had been shifted to the needs of war, and in the January following Pearl Harbor, 100% war production was put into effect. The integral plant setup, as carried over from pipe production, was geared to precision work on machine tools particularly adapted to close work on small sized units. Key craftsmen of Kirsten had the background of precision production on small parts requiring the ultimate in accuracy.

The major part of the work at the Kirsten plant on a full war basis was in bronze, and parts and units were fabricated for a long list of war gear. The reciprocating oil pumps installed on Liberty ships, all of which were manufactured at Kirsten, serve as an interesting illustration of the way the particular Kirsten technique effectively went to war. A new type of centrifugal pump, used on electro-hydraulic steering gear, is another example of the Kirsten technique in war production of closely machined small units.

It was in the summer of 1944, following V-E day, that Kirsten's war production shifted to a new status. This was the time when the company's particular facilities were not needed for urgent war work, and Kirsten became the first plant in the nation to receive a government release on the use of aluminum for a non-war product. The decisive factor in the War Labor Board decision to authorize limited production of the Kirsten pipe was the desirability of holding Kirsten's skilled labor force intact—so that it might be available for future war contracts.

Kirsten had just started on limited production of the pipe, although none had been shipped to stores, when the Army and the Navy came into the plant with orders for all of the Kirsten pipes which could be produced under war-limited facilities for months to come. (This was in October, 1944.) The Army and Navy asked Kirsten to take care of these orders first, thus sending all current production to ships' stores and post exchanges overseas. This meant there would be no Kirsten pipes for civilian consumption in this country—G. F. Joe had first call.

But with the final surrender of Japan, the whole picture changed and changed rapidly. Delivery was no longer confined to Army and Navy orders, and the American public was once more in line for a supply of the pipe which had been off the market for three and a half years.

When it suddenly became possible to fill dealers' shelves once more, the Kirsten Company had no available stock on hand, for the services had taken all the pipes the organization could produce. But since they had been producing pipes for almost a year, there were no reconversion problems—no retooling of equipment—very little lost motion in switching from the Army and Navy demand to the consumer demand. That is the main reason why dealers' windows started displaying the Kirsten pipe as early as last October, and John Q. Public was once again able to walk into the local pipe shop and say, "I'd like a Kirsten, please."

In keeping with its sound business policies, the Kirsten Company kept faith with a promise they had made to their many dealers months ago. All orders received before September 15, 1944, would be given a preference whenever civilian shipments could be resumed—that such orders would be filled above all others.

This promise was kept, and these priority orders are now being filled as fast as the pipes can be produced.
WHAT'

Cutaway drawing shows construction and placement of new type spiral filter which will be used in new Forecaster pipes.

Forecaster Pipes Employing New Type of Spiral Filter

Twisted Design Traps Moisture

A new and specially designed filter for their Forecaster Superb pipes has just been announced by the National Briar Pipe Co. of Jersey City, New Jersey.

The new filter is said to be light, sturdy, and is of course instantly replaceable with a new one when necessary. It clears, cools and filters the smoke, helps trap the nicotine, and prevents moisture from reaching the mouth.

The simple replacement of filters will appeal to all who appreciate a clean pipe at all times. New filters come in a handy package which holds twenty-four, and cost but ten cents per package.

As may be seen in the diagram above the filter is of a twisted design and extends from the bottom of the pipe bowl almost to the end of the stem. This is said to insure complete trapping of condensate and other extraneous matter from reaching the mouth.

The pipes are now in production and will be seen in pipe and tobacco shops in the early weeks ahead.

Webster Tobacco Sold in Wood

Something a bit unique in the way of packages is the wooden humidor used by the Webster Tobacco Company of New York for the marketing of their Daniel Webster Pipe Tobacco. Thus when the pipe smoker buys a canister of this brand he has bought himself a wooden humidor as well.

More Tobaccos Back in Tin

Revelation smoking tobacco and Rem and Maple smoking tobacco are once again available in tin containers, have been obtainable only in cardboard during the war.

Both brands are available only in one pound and half pound sizes, however, since the supply of tin is not yet sufficient to permit the packaging of smaller amounts.

Pipe Cabinet And Humidor

Something a bit new is this hand made combination pipe cabinet and humidor. Completely hand made throughout, it is designed to hold six pipes as well as a one pound can of tobacco. It makes an ideal protection for the smoker who wishes to protect his pipes from dust and dirt which collect on pipes let in the open room.

The cabinet, 12 inches long, 6 inches deep, and 7 inches high, was designed by a pipe smoker for his own use, but popular demand has led him to make them in quantity. They are available through Victor McNutt and Associates in Los Angeles.

Thorens Features Sliding Button

A new idea is incorporated in the Thorens “Vedette” lighter. It is a side button which slides, almost effortlessly, making the operation of the lighter extremely simple.

The distinguishing feature of these lighters, which are made in Switzerland, is the absence of a flint-stained wheel which has to be revolved each time a light is desired. The new side button eliminates this, producing the light with ease.

The flame of the new lighter is said to be quite full and steady, a welcome requisite to the pipe smoker.
Prices on Pipe Tobacco Reduced

At least three pipe tobacco manufacturers have lowered the price of their products, following raised production costs and concerns about higher tobacco taxes, according to reports in the March 1944 issue of the National Retail Tobacco Reporter. The reductions, ranging from 5 to 10 cents per pound, apply to various grades of pipe tobacco and are expected to be reflected in stores throughout the country.

Arien Pipes in Production

The Arien Briar Corporation is reported to have brought their new Briar pipe into production. The Arien Briar is a high-quality material, with its distinctive red finish, and is made in a small number of sizes. The pipes are said to be well-received by smokers who appreciate the craftsmanship and durability of the product.

New Lighter Fluid

The Golden Flame lighter fluid has been introduced under the trade name of Aer-Flo. This lighter fluid is said to be less flammable and leaves no residue, making it ideal for use in indoor and outdoor environments. The Aer-Flo fluid is marketed as a safe and convenient alternative to traditional lighter fluids.

Linkman Company to Build New Facility

- The Linkman Company, makers of the popular 440~liner, is planning to build a new facility that will double its production capacity. The new facility is expected to be completed in 1946.
- The company's current facility, which has been in operation for 45 years, will be used to manufacture the 440 line.

Back Again

The Back Again lighter fluid is back on the market, with a new formula that promises to be more efficient and less flammable than previous versions. The Back Again fluid is marketed as a safe and reliable alternative to other lighter fluids.

Vynilene Smokers Pouch

- The new Mavis Pak pouch, which is made of Vynilene plastic, is introduced. It is said to be resistant to tears and punctures, making it ideal for protecting smartphones.
- The pouch is available in a variety of colors and is said to be durable and easy to clean.

Humidor Kit

- The new plastic humidor kit, which is available in a variety of sizes, is introduced. It is said to be easy to use and maintain, making it ideal for those who enjoy smoking.
- The kit includes a plastic tub that is designed to keep humidity levels consistent and is said to be durable and easy to clean.

Linkman Company to Build New Facility

- The Linkman Company, makers of the popular 440~liner, is planning to build a new facility that will double its production capacity. The new facility is expected to be completed in 1946.
- The company's current facility, which has been in operation for 45 years, will be used to manufacture the 440 line.

New Plastic Humidor Pouch

- The new Mavis Pak pouch, which is made of Vynilene plastic, is introduced. It is said to be resistant to tears and punctures, making it ideal for protecting smartphones.
- The pouch is available in a variety of colors and is said to be durable and easy to clean.

Humidor Kit

- The new plastic humidor kit, which is available in a variety of sizes, is introduced. It is said to be easy to use and maintain, making it ideal for those who enjoy smoking.
- The kit includes a plastic tub that is designed to keep humidity levels consistent and is said to be durable and easy to clean.
Pipes from Many Lands

E. T. Fredrich of Seattle Started Collecting
In 1913. Today His World Famed Pipes Number
Over 350 and Contain Many Valuable Pieces

By BEATRICE REIDELL

What makes a pipe collection? Or, for that matter, what makes a collector? There are so many different kinds of collections, so many different kinds of collectors, that they defy classification. And each collection when studied may be seen to reflect the owner's own personality—his likes and dislikes, his tastes and preferences.

For instance, in the article describing Mr. Brown's collection last month it was evident that the owner found much satisfaction and pleasure from the associations and memories an inexpensive pipe brought to him. A pipe purchased on a vacation trip, or another given him on some special occasion became very dear to him due to the associations and memories it brought back.

Pictured on these pages are numerous pipes from the famous collection of E. T. Fredrich of Seattle, Washington. Fredrich has been an ardent collector of pipes for over thirty years, having bought his first pipe, the one which started his interest in pipes from a collection standpoint, before the first world war.

Fredrich finds interest in the rare, the unusual, and the odd. Some of his pipes have a long history, while others only play upon the imagination as to the story they might tell if they could but speak.

Many are dozens of years old and were at one time owned by famous persons. Today he has over 350 of them and they include every type and kind imaginable. Where does he get them? He finds pipes in the most unusual places. Many he buys in second hand pawn shops, and at auction sales; he trades with fellow collectors, course many are sent to him by those who know about his intense interest in pipes.

It was back in 1913 when the whole thing started. At that time Fredrich was a tobacco salesman, and one day while covering his territory, he passed a junk shop on Sixth Avenue in New York. He saw in the window, among rusty tools, an old meerschaum pipe bowl. He bought it and carried it home. With mending, hope and misgiving, he cleaned away the dust and gum of its long neglect.

Not a chip or crack marred the contours of its design. The tails and flanks of horses, the armored thighs and shoulders of the knights were as smooth and perfect as the craftsman’s hands had made them. And the whole was fitted into an artistry of that other craft, the carvers, which fused the deeper tones of the base with the golden patina of the crown.

Fostered by that first triumph, the collector’s passion grew. So that today a visitor stepping into Fredrich’s office finds himself in that delightful world where are mingled the airs of many lands and many times.

In cases about the walls are nearly four hundred variations of what an English writer once termed “the phantasmagoria” — the tobacco pipe. One may stand before a display of pipes carved from meerschaum, that strange mineral which takes its name from two German words, “meer” (the sea) and “schaum” (foam).

So fine and light was this substance that it was fancifully regarded as perfumed sea foam. Fredrich has some six models carved from this aristocratic material.

No less aristocratic are the design ladies’ faces framed in lace collars or riboned hats; tiny, full-length figures of peasants in poses too idle and graceful.
old and wearisome persons of them, and a kindred ignominy to them? A usual place for hand stores and sales. Others, and why by friendship interest in the whole.

Friedrich was a day while we passed a quiet New York. His country, too, is a small one. He bought with mirth and mirth away its neglect. You read the columns and shades and shades and shades until you finish the wheel. The color of the crown on the desolate, the color of the mountains of the world. The subject of my talk is this substance, as petrel, has some sixty aristocratic marks, the design, and other marks, figure, and graceful.

and for reality. What nobleman might have commissioned them of his favorite carver! Indeed, might not one of them have been fondled by the fingers of George Sand and colored during those hours when the famous writer mused upon the plot of a novel?

As for that first meerschaum of English origin, which yet remains king of the collection, and to which, because its exact history is unknown, may be ascribed many histories. What English baron, for instance, returning from his hunting, might have lifted it with chamois gloves, filled it carefully, and smoked it with a patience which nothing else in the world could exact from him?

Perhaps the imagination prefers the darkness in which the origin of these pipes is shrouded. Does it not add to the charm of relics of the past that they have no history but that which breathes from their anonymity? Is it not enough that the gay little lady in a soldier's cap with a monocle in her eye tells us what is generally considered private enough—her age and her birthplace. "I was born in Melbourne, Australia, in 1876," she says with her one half-open eye while behind her monocle we fancy the other winks coquily.

Just next door Germany cries out to us, "Keep your rare mineral to yourself. We have our porcelains. We shall use color and dare you to match our charm."

So we see the slender oval bowls with their bits of glen where slender-legged deer start, to find us gazing at them or, less timorous, droop their delicate heads to crop grasses that can never fade or die.

Here we may pause to read, as years ago we read the words of actors flashed in print upon the screen, the personal sentiments of pipe makers or pipe owners we shall never know. "Mensch, du musst heiraten!" Ah, yes, it is a truth so simple and everlasting that we smile to see it formulated as we smile to hear the pronouncement of a child. We have our own equivalent: "It is not good for man to be alone!" Musing over the quaint and delicate tracery of the words upon the porcelain bowl, we ask ourselves if some lady, bound by a decorum too rigid for coquetry, yet enlivened by a wit which no circumstance could enslave, might not have expressed her sentiments to her heart's choice in this delicious fashion.

And what was the origin of the pipe engraved with these words: "Meine Mittel erlauben mir das"? Was it a nagging and niggardly wife to whom the assertion was made: "My means afford me this!" Or was it merely a bit of bragadocio so forthright and ingenious that we feel the twitching about the corners of our lips. Surely it is no wonder that Brahms, dreaming over such a pipe, with its graceful cherry wood stem, was brought to compose his charming song, "The Tobacco Pipe.

But we have not the gift of leisure of those old masters who could spend days in the shaping and painting of a pipe bowl. We must move on to the case of briars. What twisted heath shrub, leaning away from a warm Mediterranean wind, held in its heart what only an

The walls of Friedrich's Seattle office are covered with more than 350 pipes from his world famous collection. His group of meerschaums, numbering more than 60 in all, are among the finest anywhere. He has been collecting pipes for over 30 years.
artist could uncover—the head of Paul Jones, with its fine features, blown locks of hair and its soft cap! And stay! What is that curious piece just below the noble young lady?

Ah, yes! It all comes back to us. We are at the wheel of our first mobile. We have just cranked the chine and it has started to live. Its clumsy vibrations shake us from head to toe. Behind us is our lady muffling her duster and her veil, and Good Heavens, we cannot have the wind of the invisible speed with which in a moment it will begin to hurl us through space at fifteen miles an hour—blowing ash of our pipe into her face. So we have fashioned this clever thing in compromise to gallantry. We have shaped bowl to meet the requirements. Neither of our loves need be sacrificed.

But let us save reminiscence for other time lest we miss the simple, clay pipes, so little changed from original design which first brought “noisome idol” tobacco smoke, to the use of Sir Walter’s countrymen. Nor must we overlook the primitive Eskimo pipes with their wooden stems, their horn mouthpieces and their stone bowls which have not yet evolved in design to the stage where bowls tip upward, so that they can be smoked by tilting the head backward.

And what shall we conjecture of people we have too long deemed primitive—the Koreans—when we see before us their pipes with brass bowls as dainty and discreet as small spurs and stems as long and graceful? Do we know how to cool and sweeten the smoke that bring to our lips? Indeed, do we know quite so well how to take our pleasures? Some with poise ease and freedom from frills.

How much more than a mere implement of pleasure is the pipe. It is a document in which is cunningly suggested what is most personable, fanciful and most unique in the tradition out of which it is born. How are we to respond to such charming spoken if not to concede with Bulwer-Lytton that the pipe “ripens the brain and softens the heart,” and to reaffirm the words of the pipemakers who received their charter of incorporation from James I in 1619: “Let brotherly love continue.”

From every quarter of the globe come these little bits of clay, briar, and meerschaum to challenge the imagination of new owner with the legend of the past. Each is different, intriguing, is fascinating in its own inimitable way.

Above, Fredrick shows Margaretta Bar and Ffolliott Chorlton some of the pipes from his collection. Left, this Eng meerschaum is 125 years old, is silver mounted and has Weitzel wood stem.
Pipes of every kind, shape, and form are found among Fredrich's rare items. At left is a hand carved Italian briar in the shape of a bull's head and the horns are genuine horn. Right, an auto carved from French briar. Both are about 30 years old.

Though primarily but a bowl and stem, each is so different as to stagger the layman with the limitless possibilities of ornate designs and shapes.

Can there be a best? No, for how can one judge that which is personal opinion? A briar, a meerschaum, a clay—long stem, a short stem, a curved stem or a straight? From the plain inexpensive bowl chosen of necessity by the man of moderate means to the ornate, intricate, hand carved meerschaum of the nobleman or the prince—each contributes in its own way its distinctive pleasures, not from smoking enjoyment alone, but also from the rare beauty of its lines, the charm of its design.

Take for example the bull with horns that are real horn, pictured left above. This genuine piece of Italian briar is hand carved, the work of a highly trained and experienced artisan. He has not only turned out a beautiful work of art, but a useful pipe as well.

Or, if you prefer, the little French automobile pictured right above which is interesting and amusing to young and old, smokers and non-smokers alike. One usually thinks of a pipe as in but one customary shape, and seldom pauses to realize that pipes are made in many shapes and forms, many styles and sizes, sometimes to amuse and entertain, and other times to give the owner a cooler, lighter, superior smoke.

The workmanship on the two meerschaums pictured below is a sign of the true sculptor. How nice that pipes so exquisitely beautiful are not discarded when no longer of use to an owner, but gathered together in collections such as these for all to enjoy.

So with that early purchase of an English meerschaum pipe some thirty years ago has come a fascination which has grown on Fredrich, grown with the addition of each pipe to his famous collection.

You may soon be seeing some of these pipes in your local movie theater, for Universal Pictures has just completed a film entitled "Pottery Poets" in which many of the more unusual items are shown. The film will be released shortly and pipe lovers everywhere will find interest in seeing some of Fredrich's age old masterpieces on the screen.

These two meerschaums, both delicately hand carved, are two of Fredrich's more interesting items. Left, an Australian meerschaum with a gold band inscribed "Melbourne, 1876." Right a meerschaum from Switzerland made approximately in 1880.
A pipe can be a real joy... or it can be a nuisance. It all depends on you... how you smoke your briar and the care you give it.

Learn to smoke a pipe correctly. It should be smoked slowly and evenly. In this way it stays cool and develops the full flavor of the tobacco. Don't worry if your pipe goes out occasionally. You can keep lighting it repeatedly without loss of taste.

Many pipe smokers scrape the inside of the bowl of a new pipe and then moisten it with water. In an inexpensive pipe this gets rid of the varnish and fuzz (fine grains of wood and dust left on the inside of the bowl when it is bored). If not removed they may char and result in a scorched bowl. Besides, they won't improve the taste of the tobacco in your first few pipetfuls.

Don't do anything to the bowl of a good pipe. Better grade pipes are put through special processes to make the wood porous, with no varnish and fuzz inside the bowl. Just pack well, but not too tightly, then light evenly all around. Uneven lighting causes "burned spots".

Then smoke slowly. Don't let your pipe get too hot or the tobacco will "bake" into the bowl before it is properly seasoned.

Don't switch tobaccos when you break in a new pipe. Stick to the same brand for 30 or more pipetfuls. Mixing tobaccos makes a pipe either strong or flat.

The perfect pipe is sweet from top to heel. To make it that way, smoke all the pipe load when you break it in. Some men fill the bowl only half full the first few times, so that the "heel" will be properly broken in and not merely the top.

Don't work a new pipe too hard. Don't smoke one pipetful right after another. Make sure the bowl is cool and dry before loading up again. Break in your new pipe properly and it will reward your efforts by giving years of smoking enjoyment.

---

**Lubrication From Pencil**

When a pipe stem wants to stick in the shank, there's great danger of breaking it if it isn't removed very carefully. Oil and similar lubricants have a way of eventually working their way down into the pipe and finally into the mouth, not to mention the mess a pipe gets into when such a condition exists.

A simple, quick remedy is the use of the lead in an ordinary pencil on the stem. The graphite is often just enough to make an otherwise tight stem work comparatively easily, and needless to say the graphite won't run down into the pipe and give the trouble and grief as is often given by liquid lubricants.

—C. R. Bailie, Duluth, Minn

**String Used As Filter**

During the war when pipe filters were scarce, I ran upon a discovery which will do in a pinch for cleaning a pipe. The idea is to use ordinary string as a cleaner. The string is threaded through the eye of a large binding needle which is dropped down the stem, pulling the string along with it.

Any thickness of filter desired may be obtained by using large or small size or using several strands.

If a large needle is not at hand, a piece of fine wire bent at one end will serve just as well.

—E. Dickson, Milwaukee, Wis.

---

**MY FAVORITE BLEND**

(Each month the editors of Pipe Lovers ask an all-leather, real-tobacco pouch to the person sending in the best "Favorite Blend." All contributions should be addressed to the editor.)

Here is one of my favorite "switch" smokes, extra fine for a change, and excellent to offer a friend when he wants to try something really nice:

- White Burley ........................................... 1½ oz.
- Maryland .................................................. 1 oz.
- Virginia Bright ............................................ ½ oz.
- Latakia ................................................... 1 oz.
- Turk:RENIDJE ............................................ ½ oz.

After mixing, soak the humidifier moistener with port wine, and let the mixture "set" for a few days. The result is a nice, heady, spicy smoke.

—Phillip Adams, Eugene, Oregon
Pass 'Em Along

Pass along your ideas, short cuts, pet discoveries, and suggestions to fellow pipe enthusiasts. Contributors whose ideas are accepted and appear on this page are given a high quality pipe lighter.

Send all contributions, with photos and diagrams when necessary, to the editor. This is your page. The other fellow wants to know what you've discovered that makes pipe smoking more enjoyable, the same as you like to read about his, so send yours in today.

Handle Holds Extra Pipe

I thought perhaps some of your readers would be interested in a couple of innovations I concocted in a combination humidifier and pipe rack I recently completed.

The first one is the handle or knob on top of the humidifier lid. When I finished making the rack, I had just an ordinary knob which served the purpose very well, that is, serving simply as a handle by which the top of the canister could be removed.

Then I got the idea of converting the knob or handle into a combination knob and holder, thus increasing the capacity of the entire rack from six to seven pipes.

The only suggestion I have to pass on to those who may wish to copy the idea is that the handle-holder should be quite large. I made this one just a bit too small and as a result only a few of my pipes will fit in it, the larger ones not being able to enjoy the honor of resting on this "throne."

The second innovation is not exactly new, but it shows how the making of an air-tight humidifier was extremely simple from the box design I chose. Rather than build the usual round shape for the humidifier out of wood, I simply placed one of the usual glass canisters inside the box.

The lid is made to fit snugly over the top of the glass canister and the resulting fit, luckily, is practically air-tight.

Inside the lid I cut out a hole large enough to take one of the standard humidifying devices, and over this I placed a round piece of stainless steel which I perforated with several small holes.

I also might mention that the use of the glass canister has proven more satisfactory in some ways than the wooden canister usually employed in similar humidifiers. It is instantly removable, making it easily cleaned and easily refilled without bother or fuss, or the tobacco changed if desired. The one pictured contains a half pound canister.

—Robert Beal, New York, N. Y.

(Plans for constructing Mr. Beal's combination pipe rack and humidifier pictured and described here will be furnished upon request to anyone sending 3c postage to cover mailing charges. Ed.)

Cocoanut For Flavor

I have had a lot of enjoyment in taking a mild or straight tobacco, such as one of the burleys or Virginias, and then experimenting with all kinds of flavoring agents — anything which I think might make a more enjoyable taste or aroma.

My wife had some shredded cocoanut in the kitchen and I wrapped a bit of it up with some tobacco for a couple of days. The result was quite a pleasing smoke, and should be found welcome, especially for those who are partial to cocoanut.

Only caution I might pass on is to make sure the cocoanut is quite damp, otherwise the tobacco will not readily absorb the cocoanut flavor. If dry, the shreds can be soaked in lukewarm water a moment before being placed with the tobacco.

—Ray Mitchell, Cincinnati, Ohio
PIE CLUDeS
Age Old Custom Is Being Revived in Several Communities for Sharing Fellowship as Well As Trading Experiences and Ideas on Pipes

PIE CLUBS? And why not? Most every other subject of interest to us humans sooner or later gets some kind of an association, league, club or formation of persons interested in the subject, so why not pipes?

And if you should think this may be the author's original idea, forget it, for pipe clubs have been in existence for centuries, yes, at least three hundred years.

And pipe clubs are dotting the country-side today, too, but we must add, for a much different reason than in the 17th and 18th centuries.

Back in those days a tobacco club was something of a secret affair. You could almost call it a "speakeasy," for smoking a pipe wasn't the accepted thing, and anyone who "drank" tobacco, as the custom was called, did so on the sly.

The smoking club held its sessions behind closed doors, and although it offered fellowship in varying degrees, it existed primarily for the men, and women, of those early days, to have a place where they might enjoy the smoking of tobacco.

Much different in 1946. Today smoking is never done behind closed doors, except by junior, perhaps, in hopes pa will never find out. And yet pipe clubs are growing rapidly in many communities, large and small, throughout the country, and for what reasons?

The reasons are varied and many, but primarily they boil down to two prime essentials: The desire to enjoy the good fellowship of men who find pleasure in pipes and pipe smoking, and second, to meet with others who enjoy discussing and talking about pipes and tobacco, swapping yarns in the realm of pipedom, and trading stories and experiences associated with pipes, pipe smoking, tobaccos, and related subjects.

HOW MANY pipe clubs are now organized in this country, there is no way of telling. Such clubs are usually informal organizations, with a minimum of business and formal rules. They are created solely for the fun and enjoyment of the members, and your estimate of how many there are is as good as anyone's.

Some have many members, but most of them contain less than a dozen members and meet weekly, monthly, or other regular intervals at the homes of the members. The larger clubs or suitable quarters in Y.M.C.A.'s, and other buildings, have available space.

The programs? Interesting, you bet, that is, if you're interested. Some of the larger groups have gone so far as to have very formal meetings of guest speakers talking on special subjects, like the discovery of how pipes are made, how to care for a good pipe, what meerschaum is, how moose are grown, blended, hummed, flavored, cured, and a whole lot of related subjects that real pipe smokers are interested in.

Sounds kind of formal, maybe, but all meetings are like that, because clubs are primarily for fun. There are regular parties, outings, celebrations, all the things that go towards making an organization of men something worthwhile.

But like any club, it's the down-earth fellowship, the new acquaintance and the personal contacts with friends that make a pipe club, like any other down right enjoyable.

For instance, there is a pipe club in Pueblo, Colorado, and it is composed of several young men of that city who are interested in pipes as well as in having an occasional good time by spending an evening talking about pipe subjects in general. Gene Lines, one of the members of the club, in a recent letter to Pipe Lovers, displayed the enthusiasm of the group and mentioned their prime interest in anything at all related to pipes and pipe smoking.

Another group which, due to their unique organization, can't hold regular meetings at present, is the G.I. Smokers' Club of Brooklyn, N.Y. In a recent letter to Pipe Lovers, Joseph Coniglio describes the club as follows: "Our club comprises the service and ex-service men of the U.S. Armed Forces. Membership is open also to Allied Nations servicemen. No dues are required of members. Any money, checks or gifts received by the club are forwarded to members serving their duties in foreign lands.

"The present membership is 20 ex-servicemen, of various branches of the service. Each new member receives a list of his pipe smoking friends and in turn all members greet the new pipe smoker into the club and correspond with him.

"We exchange views, pipes, tobacco, catalogs, and then decide which are the best. We also tell
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members to try certain brands of tobacco and pipes and always wish them a good smoke. We receive correspondence from all over the states and foreign countries, and all pipe lovers are invited to join us.

Mr. Concilio also says that as the ex-
smokers are rehabilitated once more into civilian life they will forward photos to him for distribution throughout the rest of the membership. Thus it would seem that the G I Pipe Smokers’ Club is sort of a correspondence club of ex-smokers interested in pipes, and a mighty swell idea, too.

He invites anyone interested to correspond with him at his address, 86 Ave. S. Brooklyn 23, N. Y.

Athin S. Rider of Kansas City suggests that Pipe Lovers assist in forming a national organization or federation of pipe clubs, in order that pipe clubs may be recognized nationally, and that new clubs starting up in various towns may have the experience of other clubs as to methods of organizational set-ups, details of membership, meeting programs, etc. Also member clubs might correspond with one another, hold contests, and Mr. Rider also suggests a national convention.

This certainly sounds like an ambitious program, and it would certainly bring pipe clubs out into the open. What do you think of Mr. Rider’s suggestions, pipe club members? or for that matter, any pipe smoker, whether a member of a club or not?

Several pipe smokers have long wanted to start a club in their locality but have met with little success. Many clubs have had a rough time of holding together during the war, but as conditions return to normal, interest in clubs everywhere will soon be the same as before the war started.

The best answer to those desiring to start a club is to make known to the various tobacconists and pipe shop owners that a club is being formed. These merchants can usually provide a few names of men who might be interested, and also they can inquire among their patrons to see if there is sufficient interest in such a program to merit the effort required to get the ball rolling.

Pipe Lovers will be glad to print the names and addresses of only existing pipe clubs in this country, but of persons interested in forming new ones in their communities. Feel free to send in such information and it will be passed on each month through the columns of this magazine. Should sufficient interest develop, this page might be devoted regularly to pipe club activities throughout the nation.

Q. I have several pipes, all of them of a very good quality, and all of them give a good smoke but one, and this one, for some reason, is very strong and bitter. I have tried various ways to sweeten it, but to no avail. Why should it be different than the rest, and what can I do to erase this condition?—E. R., Bakersfield, Calif.

A. Occasionally even a good quality pipe will, for some apparently unexplainable reason, turn sour and resist any and all attempts to sweeten it. Whether it is a faulty piece of wood or whether it has been mishandled in the hands of its owner is a matter of conjecture.

Letting a small amount of steam pass through the pipe will often help. Some smokers have cleaned and scraped the bowl thoroughly, then soaked it with a honey and water solution (about 2/3 honey, 1/3 water) for several hours. The use of a very mild and sweet tobacco is then used to again break in the pipe.

The trouble has also been found in the stem, and occasionally a stem replacement will prove to be the solution. Perhaps our readers have an idea which we may pass along on the subject. If so we invite them to send in their suggestions.

Q. Can you furnish me with the name and address of the manufacturer of the Malaga pipe?—A. R. C., Davenport, Iowa.

A. The Malaga pipe is made by Khoubesser & Co., 209 N. Center Street, Royal Oak, Mich.

Q. What is the correct thickness of the cake in a pipe, that is, how thick should it be before reaming it out?—K. S. S., Phoenix, Arizona.

A. This is mostly a matter of opinion. Some smokers leave the cake in until it almost fills the bowl, leaving very little room for the tobacco, believing that a thick bowl gives a cooler, sweeter smoke. Others believe just the opposite, and keep the bowl relatively clean.

General practice seems to be to remove the cake when it becomes an eighth of an inch thick. This is best done with a reamer or dull knife, care being taken to see that the wooden bowl is not harmed.

The best solution is to experiment a time or two and see how thick a cake you like in your pipe, as this seems to vary, not only with the individual, but with the pipe as well.

Q. Early pipes usually had long stems, while modern pipes have relatively short stems. Is there some reason for shorter stems, or is this change merely a result of style and custom?—D. H., New London, Conn.

A. The true answer is probably a combination of both. The early pipes, such as those made of stone by the Indians smoked very hot, and the long stem helped cool the smoke before it reached the mouth. This was true of stone, clay, earthenware, and similar pipe materials.

With the introduction of wood for bowls, especially briar, the stems did not need to be as long since wood gave a cooler smoke than the other substances. As a result, the stems could be shortened and still give a cool smoke.

Smaller pipes were much easier to handle and therefore preferred by pipe devotees. Also, the smaller stems permitted the pipe to be carried around on the person, and being less clumsy, fewer stems were broken.

Q. Can you tell me who makes the Hayward Mixture?—G. S. L., Omaha, Neb.

A. The Hayward Mixture is made by the Moss and Lowenhaupt Co., 723 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
I OWE MY LIFE
to a briar pipe

By EVERETT CHARLTON

IT COST me a good briar pipe, but I'm alive today because of it. And if you think it wasn't a close shave you have another guess coming, for the Doc said one inch either way and I'd now be six feet under ground pushing up petunias.

The whole thing happened in Africa shortly after the invasion by the Americans on the north shore of the continent. Unfortunately I wasn't among the landing party, for I would have liked to have been in on that initial invasion. My company had been sent to England some time earlier to help construct airfields.

With the invasion of Africa, airfields were necessary there, so the outfit was transferred from England. Next to my experience which I am to tell you shortly, the voyage aboard ship from England to Algiers was probably the nearest thing to never ending excitement I have ever experienced.

The convoy was very small, only nine ships being in the group, but we had two destroyers to guide us and all of the ships were modern and relatively fast. We had cruiser escort some of the way, and air cover the rest of the way, but just the same it was risky business. Twice we sighted subs, and the destroyers got one for sure, but it is doubtful if we even damaged the other one.

Believe me, it was mighty good to see the shore of Africa, and even though the landing was made in the early hours of the morning and with practically no light, it was good to know the icy waters of the Atlantic were not to be our final resting place.

We landed at Algiers and I wondered if one of the briar pipes I always carried with me had come from someplace in this vicinity. I had hoped to have a chance to see the briar growing while I was there, but with a war to win there was very little time for anything outside regular routine.

We were in Algiers only two days, hardly enough to really see the place, and yet on the other hand, two days were, in some respects, a great plenty to spend there.

Leaving by desert caravan, mostly motor truck, we headed east to an advanced base just beyond the little town of Biskra. Our unit was assigned to take over the smaller, hastily built advance airfields and enlarge them so that the bigger transport planes might land there in bringing up reinforcements and supplies hurriedly.

We were back a good many miles from the front lines where most of the fighting was going on and we didn't get to see much action. We worked from dawn to dusk in making over the airfields, and then would hit the hay early and usually go right to sleep. It was really hot during the middle of the day, and often times we would rest a while and take refuge from the heat of the sun.

Occasionally the Jerries would fly over head, and if we were out in the open, we would scurry for cover at the sound of the first alarm.

We hadn't seen any enemy planes for four days. They used to occasion swoop down hurriedly, drop a few bombs and strafe us at the same time. Naturally we were warned well in advance of the approach of enemy planes, and time to seek shelter. We didn't much in the way of defense, since we were so far from the main battles that a bombing mission by the Jerries was the exception rather than the rule.

This particular day we had been working well towards the south end of the air strip which was now completed. It was mid-day, and the men had just finished a good meal—considering the fact that it was prepared so far from civilization, and had flown in to us most of the way.

I was having a good smoke on one of the bluffs I kept constantly with me, wondering how long my small supply of tobacco was going to last. They always gobbled it up and I always felt I'd be the last man to have more. I wanted to smoke with the rest of the fellows, and I usually got the particular brands I wanted. If the cargoes were loaded on the more important supplies, tobacco had to wait.

Lunch time over, we started back to the end of the strip. I knocked out ashes from the bowl and slipped the pipe in my shirt pocket where I had been accustomed to carrying it. Some of the fellows didn't wear shirts but the sun was pretty mean to me, and if I didn't have a shirt I got an awful sunburn a second.

We hadn't been back at work more than two minutes when one of the...
We had all scattered—our only defense—and were lying on the ground. Thinking it was through I rolled over and at that instant a stray bullet got me in the chest. I was perhaps more scared than anything else, for although it hurt, I was able to get up and walk.

A staff car from headquarters was soon on the way out to see what damage had been done and if any of us were wounded. Some of the others were rushed back to headquarters, while I waited until those more seriously wounded had been taken care of.

When the doc saw me, he ripped off my shirt and there in the wound, imbedded hardly more than skin deep was the bullet. He lifted it out with his instruments and dressed the wound. He remarked at the time that that bullet certainly didn’t have much speed behind it, for had it been coming at full force, it would have squarely hit my heart and I would have been a goner. It had probably ricocheted from some other object and therefore had about spent its force, he said.

It wasn’t until nearly an hour afterward that I knew what had actually happened. Feeling ready for a smoke, I went to my shirt, which had been removed when the doc dressed the wound, and stuck my hand in the pocket after my pipe. What I brought out were a dozen or more pieces of what had once been my briar pipe.

The bullet had struck the pipe, and it was this cherished bit of briar that slowed up the force of the bullet and kept it from penetrating my chest any further.

I told the doc about it and he said I had my pipe to thank for my life. And as you may well guess, the pieces of that splintered pipe are a prized possession of mine, a grim momento of a sunny day on the sands of Africa.

FEBRUARY, 1946
MY PRIMARY WEAPON

(Continued from Page 45)

in cahoots with a manager who had done this and that and a dozen other things. It was a fine recitation of grievances, and for the first time I started to see what the strike was about.

One particularly big guy was waving his fist in my face and frankly I was scared. So I pulled out my pipe slowly re-lit it and said "Now take it easy and tell your stories one at a time."

It worked. And by the time the business agent of the union rushed up—evidently intending to rescue me from his "boys"—I had a good story. I told the agent what I knew: he confirmed it, and I left for the office. Later after the strike was over, both sides admitted that I had covered it in a fair and impartial manner—and this is the sort of praise that a reporter hears mighty seldom. But I couldn’t have done it without my pipe to give me that much needed courage and poise.

WITH a little imagination—it really doesn’t take much—the timid soul can become a "somebody" when he feels the smooth, warm bowl of a good briar in his hand. The man who can light up calmly in the presence of the traditional hard-bitten "tough customers" has won half the battle—or even more.

Of course if the tough customer turns out to be a pipe smoker, then the advantage is even greater. It is wise to carry a special mixture of tobacco which can be offered to other smokers. It may not be anything wonderful, from the tobaccoist’s standpoint, but it invariably serves as an entering wedge for conversation.

Also, it’s important to smoke a good pipe. I would no sooner think of smoking an inferior pipe than a Marine would think of doing into action armed only with a pea shooter. The veteran pipe smoker cares little for the fellow who sports a heavily-varnished, cheap pipe, which usually smells as bad as it tastes. Such a pipe invariably brands the smoker as a beginner or amateur. The real pipe smoker can spot a high-quality briar almost as far as he can see it. And he’ll respect the man who is smoking it.

I have found that the manner in which my smoking is done—that is, the etiquette involved—is rather important. When I’m talking to another man—even though I know he’s a non-smoker—I never hesitate to light up, and I don’t ask anybody’s permission. When my news source is a woman, I sometimes ask if she minds if I smoke. Not always, however. If it appears that she’s going to be difficult, I usually light up and start puffed vigorously. If she doesn’t like it—well, that’s too bad. After all, what right does she have to deprive me of my main weapon?

Once I had to interview a prominent movie actress who had a reputation for giving reporters a rough time. She was enough of a star to get by with it, too. She sat on a davenport in her hotel suite and I occupied a chair some 15 feet away. The interview wasn’t going very well, so, without saying anything, I stoked my pipe and got it going. In a couple of minutes she said quite suddenly:

"That pipe smells wonderful."

Then she patted the davenport and added: "Why don’t you sit over here?"

It turned out to be a very good interview. Like I was saying, you can’t beat a trusty briar!

SELECTING A PIPE

(Continued from Page 31)

as to their construction, but according to their shapes. The majority of smokers prefer pipes with straight stems, but there are many pipes with stems that are curved from a very slight degree to a very graceful "S"! The stem of the calabash makes a very complete "U" before it bends back to slip into the mouth.

Some stems come straight from the bowl while others come at an angle, and practically any degree of bend is obtainable in a modern pipe.

Stem shapes vary from round to almost flat, with oval, diamond and square shapes coming somewhere in between. The saddle, for instance, starts in a diamond or round shape and then suddenly changes to a very flat oval as it reaches the mouth.

The novice, even if he be aware of these many differences in pipes, seldom realizes that there are many different uses for them. A pipe is to be smoked, what else? he asks. And as far as that question goes, that’s right, for if it can’t be smoked it isn’t a pipe. But many pipes have a correct place to be used, and they would be difficult to smoke elsewhere.

As an example, who would take a hookah, that large water pipe, for a hike through the woods? And who would take a finely carved meerschaum to a ball game, where in the excitement of the crowd it would be smashed and broken?

No, many pipes are designed for certain uses. For instance, there are the large briar blocks which weigh several ounces and which make fine pipes from $25 to $50 or more. The greatest satisfaction in the world is to have the luxury of the home, and wood, which is so badly out of place in the street, where no harm is likely to be suffered.

In a reclining position or when the bent stem pipes are usually preferred since they keep the bowl away from the mouth. On the street in plain, straight, plain, conservative pipes usually preferred the billiard being an excellent example.

FOR SPORTS, such as playing fishing and watching events, a plain simple, and inexpensive pipe is in order. When you’re sitting rowboat and you hook a nine-pound pike, the least you expect can bring in a number of damage to an expensive briar, but not enough to lose the fish without a favorite pipe in the struggle.

Most any outing calls for an inexpensive pipe, for it is often the only way to get out of the pocket in a hurry and broken in the excitement of mountain climbing, portaging a boat or big with a heavy load.

When it comes to the actual sales of a new pipe, there is little advice that can be given. Nine times out of ten the smoker knows what he needs, and will buy a pipe to fill that need. The largest number of pipes in the dealer’s showcase will become very baffling at times, and a shape or style to add to the collection is hard to find, due to the tremendous number of shapes and sizes available.

Are you selecting a street pipe? If so, you’ll want a light, cool smoke. You will, of course, the larger pipes smoke cooler since the thicker bowl absorbs the heat better than the thinner bowl, but the street pipe is held for long periods in the mouth, so a light weight pipe is preferred. Looks like you’ll have to sacrifice coolness for lightness of weight. But leave the heavier pipes for smokers at home where you can sit down and where you can hold them in the hand as you smoke them, and can give them a slow draw, deliberate smoking; they need require for maximum enjoyment.

Smoking on the street and in the woods is hard on a pipe. The draught as it walks along might cause uneven burn and damage the bowl. An inexpensive is the only sure way to go.

Selecting a pipe can be confusing, it’s lots of fun. The never ending assortment makes the job a pleasure, any smoker is proud of a new addition to his own private assortment be it
BURLEY TOBACCO
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A S THE carefully tended burley is growing and ripening in the blazing sunshine of the late Kentucky summer, the tall stalks are split to within a few inches of the top by a ground with a sharp knife. Next they are severed from their roots and stimulated upon light sticks. After wilting properly, the plants are hauled to the big tobacco barn and the loaded sticks are carefully arranged on racks which rise tier upon tier to the roof.

Even with the crop safe in the barn, the judicious ventilation of the building must be attended to, as burley is an air-cured tobacco. If extremely damp weather should retard curing, heaters must be fixed with great skill.

As autumn rolls around, the crop of the various grades of burley is the mild, cool, sweet smoking qualities that make it the favorite of so many pipe smokers everywhere.

Since there are many grades of burley, the smoker can get many different tastes by mixing one kind of tobacco alone. The top grade gives a sweet mild, cool smoke, while interior grades give a strong or bity taste. Thus by mixing the different grades in different proportions, various results can be obtained, and yet all the while only burley tobacco is employed.

In the next article in this series we shall discuss Virginia tobacco, another which is primarily used as a base in pipe mixes.

(1h st author wishes to thank the Brown and Williamson Tobacco Corporation of Louisville, Kentucky, makers of Sir Walter Raleigh Smoking Tobacco, for their permission to use material from their interesting and informative booklet "Burley in the Bluegrass" from which much of this article was taken.)

A PROFESSOR'S DREAM

(Continued from Page 53)

tion. (An artist's drawing is pictured on page 53.) This new Kirsten home will be outstanding in the way of conducive background and equipment for precision production. Especially noteworthy are the plans for air-conditioning, illumination, and color-conditioning. New machines are now being purchased. The multiple milling operation, key production factor at Kirsten to achieve precision with speed in turning out Kirsten pipes, will be an even greater factor in the new factory. Gerald S. McCarthy heads an expanded engineering and production division at the Kirsten plant, and layout plans for the new factory are directed in his charge.

George Gunn, Jr., the Kirsten president, has always had a flair for building his business organization around brains, and at Kirsten he has men who have been associated with him since the inception of the Kirsten Pipe Company. Charles K. Wiggins, executive vice-president and general manager, is a man with vision of salesmanship, and the Kirsten policies are due directly to his shaping.

Today Kirsten pipes are seen everywhere, and many are the smokers who like their cooler smoking, and their ease of cleaning. As one authority recently stated, "Professor Kirsten's idea is the first revolutionary and dramatic change to be made in many years of pipe manufacture."
PIPE SERVES AS CLUE

Edward G. Robinson, whose photo appears on this month's cover, has done much to popularize pipe smoking through his many roles on the screen.

In his latest International Picture "The Stranger", his pipe provides a main clue in discovering "who-dun-it."

The pipe Eddie smokes in the picture is a broken down old curved stem briar. The bit has already been fractured when he is first seen on the screen, carefully watching over the marked fragments which have been fastened together with a piece of tape. It is the main starting point for a series of tensely gripping climaxes.

Once he lets it fall, apparently by accident. A sulking creature sees it; the very man Robinson has been trailing half way around the world.

Next time this creature sees the pipe the two have traveled thousands of miles over land and sea. This occasion the accident almost costs Robinson his life. How he misses death by an eyelash and tracks the wouldbe slayer to doom is a fascinating series of sequences.

The role played by the famous star is one tailored exactly to his measure—that of a supersleuth who is highly placed in the councils of those who were forced to take over the reins on a disrupted and chaotic Europe following the collapse of the Nazis.

His task is to chase down the murderous madman who has vanished, a homicidal maniac who is strongly suspected of being still at large, with his pipe playing a prominent part.

IT IS better to yield than to meet disaster through stubbornness.

In Ellensburg, Washington, recently, a local paper ran a want ad "Girl or woman for general housework under Farm Machinery."

A bachelor is a man who makes mistakes, but not at the marriage license bureau.

Eskimos insert a ball of squirrel hair into their small, shallow pipes before putting in a pinch of tobacco. It prevents the stem from clogging.

A girl in the arms is worth two on the street.

Chinaman's description of a toboggan ride: "Whish—walk a mile."

The smaller the mind, the greater the concert.

In Charleston, West Va., a woman sued for divorce claiming her husband kicked her. Judge Harold Neff dismissed the case when he found the husband had but one leg.

The vulcanite mouthpieces used on numerous smoking pipes are made of very hard, black rubber.

Recently in the news was a reporter's delight. In Tempe, Ariz., Walter Baker was bitten by a dog. The dog died of unknown cause. A few days later he was bitten by another dog which also died of unknown cause.

At least once the Japs prophesied correctly. Back in 1941 they boasted proudly that peace terms would be dictated in the White House. How true! How true!

A small gain is worth more than a large promise.

The Dutch have the reputation of being the heaviest smokers in Europe.

No, Alphonse, a veterinary is home for veterinarians.

George Bernard Shaw says the things most people want to know about are usually none of the business.

A Washington, D. C., woman recently sent a photo of her 13-year-old daughter to the Treasury department in an attempt to obtain payment on a war bond purchased 7 years ago. Said her accompanying note: "You can see my daughter is now mature."

It is better to bear a single injury than to provoke thousands flying into a rage.

Tobacco growers in Switzerland required by law to let 79% of their tobacco plants go to seed, and these are used for the extraction of edibles.

A pipe is something like a bank account: both can be drawn on.

Streamlined girls don't always have the least resistance.

Autopsies are usually performed on dead men, but in Brown, Ont., they performed by a deadman. Dr. Wills, Deadman has performed more than 7,000.

Fools have the loudest voices.

Whoever picked Saturday night as a bath night must have believed that cleanliness is next to Godliness.

As soon as a girl gets to be a flirt a fellow wants to change her.

Nobody is trodden on unless he goes down first.
HOW PIPES ARE MADE

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47)

...stems make still different designs which add to the variety so cherished by men who enjoy pipes.

But although each manufacturer follows these styles in a general way, most of them vary the style just enough so that it is distinctive and different from any other. In making a pipe, a model is first made of each shape, and by the use of the shaving machine each pipe is turned out exactly according to the prescribed model.

U. m. most accuracy is required to match the model created for each shape, and a skilled craftsman with a sharp eye and a sure touch gives every standard shape the uniformity and character of the original to within one one-hundredth of an inch. Of course, different shaped knives and cutters are required for each of the many shapes, and these are used to give the required style in the various operations.

The eagle eye of the craftsman is continually on the watch for flaws which occasionally appear as the wood is worked. Many times a piece of briar which looks perfect on the outside will, when turned down on the lathe, reveal hidden blemishes which make the block useless. These are discarded, or sold as imperfect pipes at a greatly reduced price to smaller houses who market them under off brand names. A pipe maker who is proud of his workmanship never stamps his name on an imperfect pipe.

AFTER the bowl has been bored and shaped, the shank is then frazed. The shank on most pipes is round, although some styles such as the bulldog use a diamond shaped shank, and others require an oval shape, and so on. In each instance, the shank is cut according to the model being copied, and as with the bowl of the pipe, the shank is cut with the same extreme care and precision.

After the shank and bowl have been cut to shape, the next operation is to bore a hole in the shank large enough to take the tenon of the bit. Of course this hole varies as to the size of the shank, since large shanks demand a larger bit, and the hole is correspondingly larger. The diameter of this hole varies from a quarter inch or 5/16th inch in the ordinary sized pipes to half inch or more in the very large, selected, hand made pipes.

The boring of the hole in the shank is a very delicate operation, for if the direction of the cut is not true, the walls and the sides of the shank will not turn out uniform. This would result not only in uneven thicknesses in the shank, but would also disrupt the balance of the pipe. To carry out this operation in the precise manner required, most manufacturers have specially constructed vices and boring machinery which, coupled with skilled craftsmen to operate them, turn out a shank that is correct and true in every detail.

The manufacture of the stem is just as important as any other part of the pipe, for if it isn’t correctly made, it can spoil the enjoyment that an otherwise good pipe is capable of giving its owner. Stems today are made of a variety of substances, and almost any material which is hard and durable, tasteless, and beautiful in appearance is suitable for the making of a pipe stem.

OF COURSE the most important operation is the making of the tenon—that part of the stem which must fit into the shank of the pipe. If it is made too small, the stem will always be loose and pull out easily. If it is too tight, the owner is liable to break or crack the shank or the stem when trying to remove the latter as he cleans the pipe.

Therefore, it is of utmost importance that the size of the tenon and the diameter of the hole in the shank be exact to within a very small fraction of an inch in order to insure a perfect, custom made, snug fit.

The stem is then shaped according to the style it is to follow, whether a curved or straight design, and tapered to a flat, comfortable thickness at the end where it fits the mouth. The size of the hole through the stem is also important since it must be one certain size. Too large, it permits too fast a draw and too rapid smoking, while if it is too small the draw is not fast enough and the pipe becomes unsatisfactory.

With most pipes, especially the hand made variety, each bit is custom made for the shank it fits. This is easily proven by taking two pipes, of the same make and style, and trying to transpose the stems. Seldom if ever will they fit perfectly, and even if the stems should fit inside, the outside will seldom match.

Even the less expensive pipes, therefore, are to some extent hand made. The fit of the stem is an all important factor in pipe making, and each stem is tailor made for each particular shank.

The rough shaping of the pipe is now practically complete, and the remainder of the steps which include the final shaping, sandpapering, polishing and ultimate finishing will be discussed in the final article of this series to appear next month.

"Boy, the aroma of this new pipe tobacco I bought really gets 'em."

FEBRUARY, 1946
Tobacco and Religion

Tobacco may owe its prominence to religion.

Just when tobacco was first used is a question which will probably never be answered, because its early beginning is shrouded in the American continent many centuries before Columbus made his noted discovery.

Today historians have only the hieroglyphics found on stones and tablets unearthed in the many ruined cities of the Americas upon which to base many of the tales and legends which we are taught of this early Indian life.

The Indians have always been a highly religious and superstitious tribe of people. Their offerings and sacrifices to the sun god, the rain god, and all the other various idols they worshipped were made in many different forms.

One of the most important was the burning of incense as a form of worship to the gods. Various substances were used in the ceremonies, and dried leaves became one of the more favored mediums.

The Indians believed that the better the incense, the greater the worship, so consequently they made every effort to find the leaves that would produce the best incense. And as you have guessed, the one which met the greatest approval was the plant we now call tobacco.

With the growth of this plant as the favorite incense leaf, it soon became known as the holy plant, and as is the case with many primitive ideas, it was regarded in very high esteem.

Before long the Indians attributed medicinal powers to it, and the dried leaves were crumbled and the small particles inhaled into the nostrils where they were said to relieve colds and cataract trouble. From this, the use of tobacco is said to stem as a snuff, being inhaled to induce sneezing, and thereby remove mucus and other foreign matter.

Although any rough substance of a similar nature would cause a tickling of the nostrils and produce subsequent sneezing, the Indians believed it was the holy plant that held the medicinal value.

Dried tobacco leaves, therefore, were used as a medicine for all aches and pains, and it was the custom to heat the warm fresh leaves and apply them to open wounds.

In making the offerings to the gods, the Indians would gather the dry leaves, place them in various sized urns or bowls, and light them, allowing the scented smoke to rise upward. The Indians enjoyed the odor of the smoke, and inhaled liberally.

Later they secured little "Y" shaped tubes and placed two ends into the nostrils, with the bottom end used to gather the smoke of the burning leaves in stronger proportion than was possible without the assistance of the tube.

The concentration of smoke gave much satisfaction to the Indians, and the use of tubes was on the increase at the time Columbus landed and dispensed the custom.

How long this evolution required is not known, for the first tobacco leaf was burned as incense until the tubes were used to inhale the smoke in greater quantities not known.

Writers on the subject agree, and the only records of the custom are covered with age in the form of stone tablets unearthed at such cities as Maya.

The Mayan civilization proper started a century before Christ, and at its highest at about 450 to 600 A.D. Thus it is pretty well assured that the use of tobacco was begun in these regions, or at least, this is the earliest record of its use.

So if this legend is correct, we very well owe the smoking of moist tobacco to the religious tendencies of the Indian, for had he not been so eager to please his gods, tobacco might as yet be unknown.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Ten cents per word—minimum 50c
Cash must accompany order

FOR SALE

• FOR SALE or trade, my collection of pipes and mahogany cabinet. Will sell car, diamonds or cash. All kinds of pipes including 32 inch antique Swiss and Gem FLAME. Write HUNT, 2912 W. 6th, Muskogee, Okla.

WANTED

• I BUY pipes of all kinds and conditions. Send description of pipe for cash offer. BOX 51, Pipe Lovers Magazine.

• GENUINE hand carved meerschaum picturing either animals or birds. Send photo and best cash price. BOX 52, Pipe Lovers Magazine.

SWAP AND EXCHANGE

• AM LOOKING for a Comoy Grand Octagon bowl (No. 441) and Kaywoodie Grain 838 (heavy bulldog with straight stem). Will trade or buy from one having duplicates. GENE LINES, Pueblo, Colorado.
Famous KEN for Gifts

Acclaimed the Nation Over!

Try KEN at our Expense

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Smoke KEN on 5 Days' Trial —Test every claim. You are the sole judge. Your money instantly refunded without question if not satisfied.

You Risk Nothing!

Here's something NEW in Pipes—an entirely different Pipe that Actually removes impurities ... KEN Mr. Pipe Smoker, experience at our expense the thrill of Cool, Dry, Clean Smoke free from tar, nicotine, slugs and impurities from the first minute on. And you'll be proud of this New Pipe—KEN has beauty, KEN has shape ... but most of all KEN has a scientific, tested background to prove every statement. Try KEN at our expense—convince yourself that this simple trouble-free pipe answers every pipe problem. Don't judge KEN by its low price, you can't buy a Cleaner, Sweeter, Drier Smoke for any money. You'll burn every pipe full right down to the bottom of the bowl without bite, without wet heel, and with clean, sweet, wholesome aroma. KEN actually improves tobacco. Ken lasts longer, smokes easier—tastes sweeter ... Prove all this yourself, without one cent of cost, on our Money-Back Guarantee.

Pkt. 2242805

INTERCHANGEABLE BITs Choice of six to fade colors.
BIT TUBE Prevents any dust, moisture or tar entering mouth from chamber. No burn Tongue.
CONDENSATION CHAMBER Whole length of stem—condenses and retains moisture, tar nicotine and slugs.
REVERSE Baffle Surrounded shank tube, reversing smoke flow back into chamber where tar, moisture, nicotine and impurities are removed.
BOWL TUBE Prevents moisture, tar and impurities from flowing back into bowl from chamber. No wet heel.

A PROMISE KEPT FOR YEARS

There is nothing better in the market

ESPECIALLY FOR PIPE LOVERS

FIRST IN QUALITY AT LOW PRICES

PRIM pipes of selected domestic and IMPORTED Briar at $1.00, $1.50, $2.50, $3.50, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00 EACH. Distinctive pipes, beautiful shapes, made by precision craftsmen.

ORDER NOW WHILE THEY LAST

All pipes shipped postpaid if cash accompanied with order, otherwise C. O. D.

SMOKERS' GUILD OF AMERICA
Chicago 10, Illinois
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Lovers

LOVERS
Men of discernment look for the MARXMAN name on the pipes they buy. This name spells mellowness, sweetness, fine and rare smoking qualities. It spells pipes designed by skilled craftsmen from selected, aged briar roots into distinctive shapes. Mass production methods are avoided and each pipe is individually cut, rubbed, and polished.

1. The MEL-O-BRIAR... great favorite with thousands of pipe-wise men. Hand-made and sculptured by old-time craftsmen. Fashioned of thoroughly aged, carefully selected briar. Varied shapes in rich, umber tones $3.50

2. The SUPER-BRIAR... a pipe of matchless beauty. Each piece of briar is selected for its perfection of grain pattern... the grain heightened to enamel-like smoothness and brilliance by careful rubbing and polishing. Available in your favorite shape. $5.00

3. The BENCH-MADE imported, seasoned briar carefully and skillfully carved by hand into a pipe of rare distinction. Typical of fine pipe craftsmanship by MARXMAN, this style offers even a grand adventure in sweet, cool smoking! $5.00 $7.50 $10.00

Look for MARXMAN on the next pipe you buy.

MARXMAN AT FINE STORES EVERYWHERE
MARXMAN PIPES, 27 W. 24TH STREET NEW YORK 10, N.Y.